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Text: 
Martin Luther King.  

He was born in Atlanta, U.S.A. He spent his whole life in supporting civil rights in a peaceful 
way. He never preached violence against those white people who hated the black population in 
America. He was really a man of peace. This argument has brought him the Nobel Prize in 
1965. He was very courageous. He knew that there were racists who wanted to kill him, but he 
wasn't afraid. He defended the rights of workers for decent salary and those of children for a 
good education. The Americans are right to celebrate Martin Luther King day because he lived 
and died for them. All the world should at least remember this great man in his day. 
 
PART ONE  

Section One: Reading Comprehension ( 07 Pts) 

a) Answer these questions: ( 03 Pts ) 
             1- Is Martin Luther King black or white ? 
             2- Where was he born ? 
             3- What did he do for children? 
 b) Write : True / False. ( 02 Pts ) 
             1- Martin Luther King won the Nobel Prize for science.  …………………. 
             2- He was a man of war.  …………………. 
 c) Lexis: 

( 01 Pt ) :Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following -1              
                    very big  =……………….            money you get for work=…………………. 

( 01 Pt ) :Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following -2              
                    death ≠…………………                                   forget ≠…………………… 
  Section Two: Mastery of Language ( 7 pts ) 

    a) Reorder the following words alphabetically   ( 02 Pts ) 
decent – peace – because – great  

    b) Use the suitable relative pronoun to relate these clauses (where - who - which) (03Pts) 
was for peace . It1) He won the prize .          

.there2) He  loved Atlanta . He was born          
hated him. They3) He didn't harm those Whites.          

:Phonetics)c     
:  Find these words in the text and write them1)           

             / pi:s / ……………………….           -        /  ∫ud  /   …………………………..                  
Part two: Integration phase ( Written Expression ) ( 6 pts )  

        Write a short paragraph (06 to 10 lines ) about a famous person  

 

( writer ,  actor ,  singer ,  sportsman ,  artist ,  …… ) 
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